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In the beginning

in the beginning in the beginning in the beginning in the beginning

and the earth

was without
     was without

and the earth

and the 
   and

and the earth          was without God
and the earth          was without Form
and the earth          was without Light
and the earth          was without Face

and the void the darkness the face the face

The face of the waters 
                          in the midst of the waters
                   and let it divide 
         the waters 
                               from the waters

Under the firmament
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Above the firmament
and it was so

and God called the light ‘day’
and God called the form ‘deep’
and God called the void ‘face’
and there was light/light the first day 

and God saw Good and God said: 

‘Divide the waters from the waters 
and the morning and the evening and the day’
                                             and the day and the day

‘Divide the waters 

                from the waters 

and let the waters gather 

                                in one place’

It was so —

and god was without face 
and god was without form
and god was without light
and god was the face the face
the darkness the face the face 
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Dry /Land /Good /Fruit /Kind /Seed /Grass /Herb /So/Earth
      … gathering gathering

and the morning 
and the evening 
and the day

          and the earth
              and the god
                   and the earth 
        god was without face

and God   the Face of the divide
so kind so void

and it was
there was
was it?

and it was so
and it was so    dry
and it was so     

Let the seasons be seasons let the signs be seasons/ 
   Let the seasons be signs for days and years and it was so

and divide the light
god/ 
seeds/
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fruit/ 
so earth
let the waters gather
in one place    gathering, gathering

And god made light to rule the day 
and lesser light to rule the night 
and stars also

And rule over the day
And rule over the night
And divide the light 
from the dark
   and God it was good 
        and the evening and the morning and the day

And God said: 
         ‘waters moving creatures life and foul fly and earth open’

(and the creature winged good and move)

‘Be fruitful fly and multiply and fill the waters and the sky’

and the earth
and the evening 
and the morning 
and the fifth day


